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Preparing for What Lies Ahead 
 by: Neil Aldrich Nachor and Lara Tinimbang 

“Most people fail to realize that in life, it’s not how much money you make.  
It’s how much money you keep.” 

-Robert Kiyosaki, Rich Dad, Poor Dad 
 
 

Life is full of surprises. 

Tom Hanks couldn’t have put this thought to words any better than his timeless line in the movie 
Forrest Gump. Indeed, anything can happen in life. And most of the time, the events that hit us the 
most are those that we neither expected nor anticipated. 

When life takes us by surprise, even our financial situation could be affected. Think of a sudden loss 
of job, an unexpected illness of a family member, or an occurrence of a natural disaster. Think of the 
recent calamity that hit our brothers and sisters from the South just recently. With almost all of their 
properties washed away by what could be the strongest tropical storm to ever hit land (Yolanda, also 
known internationally as Haiyan), we can just imagine how difficult it would be for them to get back 
on their feet and go on living normal lives again. 

It is during these circumstances when having an emergency fund makes a difference in anyone’s 
attempt to recover from a financial setback. As the name suggests, an emergency fund is the money 
that is set aside for use during life’s twists and turns. It is our safety net during unexpected events 
that gives us a sense of financial security despite a really tough time. 

Building an emergency fund is just like leaving money in a piggy bank until you have kept "enough" 
for the rainy days, plain and simple. Here are some tips to get you started on your emergency fund: 

1) Determine how much you need. There are different opinions on how much your emergency 
fund should be but many financial advisors recommend keeping 6 months worth of monthly 
expenses. To find out how much this is, list down your living expenses (rent, food, 
transportation costs and utilities), add them up and then multiply the total by 6 months. This 
should be the total amount of your emergency fund. For example, if you spend Php50, 000 
monthly then you should have Php300, 000 in your emergency fund. 
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2) Allocate a portion of your salary. The next step is to decide how much of your salary you can 
set aside. The rule of thumb is to keep 20% of your salary, however others may find this 
difficult. You should set an amount that you are most comfortable with. What is more 
important is to get started and to be consistent in order to grow its value. 

3) Decide where to keep your money.  Your emergency fund should be separate from your 
savings. In this way, it will be easier to track your fund and you won’t be tempted to spend 
the money in unnecessary things. Financial guru Suze Orman suggests in keeping your 
money in a money market fund or a savings account with the highest possible interest. 

There are plenty of options available around and one of them is BPI Short Term Fund. BPI Short Term 
Fund is a money market unit investment trust fund that aims to generate liquidity and stable income 
by investing in short-term fixed income instruments. The fund is a popular choice among investors 
when asked where to place that portion of their investible funds, which they want to set aside for 
their unforeseen/emergency needs. 

Here are some of the reasons why BPI Short Term Fund is a good choice in building your emergency 
fund: 
 

1) Affordable. Just a minimum placement of Php10,000 is required to participate in the fund. 
Additional participation and partial redemption from the fund can be made for a low 
minimum transaction amount of Php1,000. 

2) Highly liquid. BPI Short Term Fund is not bound by a maturity date or a minimum holding 
period. Hence, the investor can redeem the funds whenever he/she intends to. 

3) Higher potential return versus your regular savings account. Despite changing financial 
market conditions, the fund has consistently driven positive returns through the years. The 
fund's average rate of return for the past five years is almost 3% per annum (net of taxes 
and fees), providing attractive returns than traditional deposit products. 

 
 

If you have not built your emergency fund yet, start now. Or if you think you only have a little in 
there, start filling it with more until you have enough. Remember, there is no way we can see what 
lies ahead. All we can do is prepare and we better do it now. 
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